Will More Rabbit Feet
Lead to Good Luck for
Southern New England
Grouse?Edward Ricciuti

S

outhernmost New England’s
moribund ruffed grouse
population could use a major
hurricane on the order of
1938’s calamitous big blow.
Wildlife biologists speculate that a
storm near the top of the Saffir-Simpson
scale could blast open enough of the
mature forests that blanket the landscape
for sunlight to penetrate and trigger the
growth of the forbs, shrubs, young trees
and other new vegetation grouse need
for food and cover. A major plague of
defoliating gypsy moths, one of biblical
proportions, could also do the trick,
add Connecticut and Rhode Island state
wildlife biologists when asked if the
glory days in the grouse woods will
ever return. Barring those unpalatable
alternatives, another development
might help grouse stage something of
a comeback, and it is because of a little
wild rabbit.
Smaller than the introduced eastern
cottontail, the native New England
cottontail depends on the same young
forest – or “early successional” – habitat
as the ruffed grouse, a habitat that has
been smothered by the canopy as forests
have expanded. Since 1960, the rabbit’s
range has been reduced by 75 percent
to isolated scraps of land scattered
from southern Maine to southernmost
Massachusetts, Rhode Island and
Connecticut. In southern New England
and the Mid-Atlantic states, the same
disappearance of young forest and
fragmentation of what remains have
rendered grouse almost homeless.
Connecticut and Rhode Island
have no full-fledged programs to restore
grouse habitat, but those for the New
England cottontail are high priorities,
as they are in the other New England
States excluding Vermont, where the
species is extinct. New York, where
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the rabbit survives east of the Hudson
River, is also involved. Since 2007, six
states have partnered up in an ambitious
effort to restore New England cottontail
habitat, and since then the program has
been full bore.
The rush to save the New England
cottontail resulted mostly from the
politics of conservation rather than
collective concern for the species. The
initiative was started so the states could
hold at bay the federal government’s
plan to list the rabbit as federally
endangered. Listing puts the sometimesheavy hand of Washington on wildlife

Ruffed grouse prefer young forest growth for food and
cover. (Photo/Jacob Frank, NPS)

otherwise managed by states, which do
not always welcome such involvement.
The states developed a conservation
strategy for the rabbit, which entails
“creating and preserving thousands of
acres of young forest and shrub land”
on public and private lands, ultimately
about 50,000 acres by 2030. Private land
habitat improvement projects are funded
by the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s
Natural Resources Conservation
Service (NRCS), which provides funds
authorized under the federal Farm Bill to

landowners willing
to participate in
the program. The
considerable effort
exerted by the
states was justified
in 2015, when
the United States
Secretary of the Interior removed the
New England cottontail as a candidate
for listing. A sigh of collective relief
came from wildlife agencies throughout
the Northeast.
From western Massachusetts north,
where grouse numbers remain fairly
solid, rabbit habitat is a welcome bonus
for grouse hunters. In New England’s
southernmost tier, it could be the only
way to provide some grouse hunting
opportunities where few if any now exist.
As far as grouse hunting is
concerned, northern and southern
New England are worlds apart, with
Massachusetts in between. In the land of
the bean and the cod, says state wildlife
biologist Dave Scarpitti, grouse are
doing fairly well in the western part
of the state, but they are “few and far
between” in the eastern half. As for
Rhode Island, “You can count on one
hand the number of grouse seen in the
state,” says state biologist Josh Beuth.
And, except for a few pockets in the
northwestern hills, grouse are a rarity
in Connecticut, says wildlife biologist
Michael Gregonis.
Forty or so years ago, during
spring I could step out the door of
my Connecticut home, not far from
where the Connecticut River empties
into Long Island Sound, and not only
hear grouse drumming in my woods
but occasionally see one perched on
my woodshed. A few hundred yards
away were farm fields reverting to their
natural state, superb habitat for grouse

Clearing forest on Connecticut property of the Groton
Sportsmen’s Club required heavy logging equipment.
(Photo/Judy Wilson)

and woodcock.
The only grouse
I have seen in
decades flew across the
road in front of my truck
two years ago. It landed in
what had been those fields, now
the backyard of an oversized house.
A pterodactyl winging by would have
shocked me less.
Annual bird counts by the Connecticut
Audubon Society tell the story of the
ruffed grouse’s decline. During the 1970s
and early 1980s, the count was either side
of 200, sometimes much more. By the late
nineties, two dozen reports were about
average. In the 2009-2010 count, only one
was reported.
Connecticut’s situation is
representative of other parts in the
northeast and the country at large where
ruffed grouse show a long-term decline. A
study by the Northeast Upland Game Bird
Technical Committee last year suggested
grouse have declined 30 percent within
the last three decades. That same study
pointed to the New England cottontail
habitat restoration initiative as important
to the grouse’s salvation.
Bear in mind that population trends
over decades are caused by other factors
than the much ballyhooed, and now
somewhat questioned, boom-or-bust 10year cycle. Reintroduction of predators,

When mature forest was cleared on Connecticut land owned by the Groton Sportsmen’s Club, young
forest flourished here after three years of growth. (Photo/Lisa Wahle)

such as the fisher, and range
expansion by coyotes have both
been implicated in grouse decline.
And a recent study in Pennsylvania
points a finger strongly at West Nile
disease as a significant cause of grouse
mortality.
Be that as it may, destruction of
habitat magnifies the impact of both
predation and disease, biologists explain.
Fragments of suitable habitat surrounded
by mature forests without corridors
through which grouse may disperse
can become disease and predator sinks.
So notes the report by the game bird

The New England cottontail is almost impossible to
distinguish from the introduced eastern cottontail by
looks alone. One difference: the New England cottontail
has smaller eyes. (Photo/USFWS)

“Longer term changes in
ruffed grouse abundance
reflect how we have
treated our woodlands
and forests,” says the
Ruffed Grouse Society.
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technical committee, which says West
Nile hits hardest in such places. The
same goes for predation, says retired head
of Connecticut’s Wildlife Bureau Dale
May, who has worked on the cottontail
program. “If the habitat is sufficient,
predators will not make much difference
in grouse populations,” he says.
The Ruffed Grouse Society says it
in a nutshell: “Longer term changes in
ruffed grouse abundance reflect how we
have treated our woodlands and forests.”
Connecticut’s forests provide a
dramatic explanation of how a species
like the grouse, with very specific habitat
needs, responds when its environment
changes over time. Although the region
was forest covered before European
colonization, the canopy was broken
by fires set by lightning and burns by
native farmers, clearing by beavers
and openings around standing and
running water. Early accounts, fortified
by analysis of pollen samples, suggest
there were once savannah-like openings
scattered among the trees.
Colonists cut almost all of
Connecticut’s forests for agriculture,
but the trees started to reclaim their
domain in the middle of the 19th century,
peaking to more than 60 percent cover –
2 million acres – by the middle of the
20th. Since the 1970s, the amount
of forest gain from reverting
farmland is countered by land
lost to development. Little
farmland, moreover,
remains to revert,
and the state
has paid

many farmers to keep what is left of
agricultural land open rather than sell it
for development.
Only about 5 percent of
Connecticut’s forests – dominated by
oak/hickory, with a substantial number
of other trees such as maples, birch
and hemlock – is early successional
growth. The catch-22 to early stages
of habitat succession is implied by its
name; it is just a stage and ephemeral,
here one year, gone the next or, more
accurately, maturing within a decade or
two. In the absence of natural controls,
it must be maintained and disturbed by
cutting, burning, grazing or other means
of clearing. This is especially true in
southern New England where the largescale commercial logging that keeps
northern forests open is scarce.
The State of Connecticut owns
about a quarter of the forestland in the
state with the rest in private hands. Both
are the focus of New England cottontail
restoration. The most promising area of
all is in eastern Connecticut: the Pachaug
State Forest, the state’s biggest at 24,000
acres. Foresters have maintained what
is called “even-aged management”
of two plots totaling about 200 acres
by harvesting and clear cutting trees
to allow new growth to arise. The area
supports a healthy cottontail population.
Areas like this, which already support
cottontails, could also welcome grouse “if
they are around,” says Lisa Wahle, point
biologist on eastern cottontail projects for
Connecticut’s Department of Energy and
Environmental Protection (DEEP).
The free hand state managers
have on public lands,
however, is manacled
on private property
without cooperation
of owners. And there
are owners aplenty.
They range from public
water utilities owning
thousands of acres to
community land trusts
and hunting clubs with
a few hundred or
so to people in
neighborhoods
like mine,
where a
home
on

Ruffed grouse suffer when mature forest overcomes the landscape.
(Photo/Matthew Soberg, Ruffed Grouse Society.)
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about eight acres can be next to 50 acres
and across the road from approximately
20, all pretty much wooded.
Within the areas suitable for New
England cottontails, a fair number of
landowners have taken advantage of
NRCS aid to carry habitat improvement
plans developed by state biologists. Still,
says Wahle, considerably more public
relations work is needed to generate
more cooperation. One obstacle to be
overcome is the erroneous perception
that wildlife thrives in mature forest.
“Many people do not realize that
cutting trees can be good for wildlife,”
says Wahle.
Antipathy towards selective
tree cutting even extends to some
conservation-minded groups, such as
local land trusts, she notes.
Even so, the list of cooperators
is growing. Sportsmen’s clubs are
among the landowners that have
made significant contributions. The
Groton Sportsmen’s Club – U.S. Navy
submarines are built and based in Groton
– owns property less than a mile from the
Pachaug State Forest tract managed for
cottontails. Biologists consider the club’s
tract as the “number-three-ranked parcel
for New England cottontail restoration.”
Under the NRCS program, the club
harvested trees on three clearcuts to jump
start patches of young forest. Massive
brush piles were constructed for wildlife
cover, and unwanted invasives such as
multiflora rose were eradicated while
native shrubs were planted. It all resulted
in a patchwork of nearly 50 acres of
young forest and shrub thickets across
the club’s 380-acre property.
Both state biologists and members
of the Groton club are happy with the
work that was done to improve the
property.
As for increasing the rabbit’s
numbers, says Wahle, “If we build it (the
habitat), they will come.”
How about grouse? If there are a
few left, she says, chances are they will
use the habitat and perhaps increase.
The hope is that, even though the woods
are now silent in spring, a few scattered
grouse remain, like the one that flew
across the road in front of my truck, and
they will repopulate the newly restored
habitat.
Perhaps, in the near future, the
spring drumming will no longer be so
distant.

